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The Dictionary Of Eponyms Names
An eponym as we will use the term here is an ordinary common noun derived from a proper noun,
the name of a person or place. Words like quisling, sandwich, and silhouette are solid eponyms.
Some eponymous words are still capitalized like a proper noun, so those not capitalized are most
clearly eponyms.
alphaDictionary * Eponyms - Words from Names of People
Greek Paean (also Paeon) "healer" and "song" (probably because incantation was a part of healing
at the time), an alternative name for Apollo, the physician of the Greek gods and god of healing.
peony: A domestic tuber with large flowers thick with petals.
alphaDictionary * Eponyms - Words from Names of People
Whonamedit? is a biographical dictionary of medical eponyms. On this day Girolamo Fabrici. Italian
surgeon and anatomist, born May 20, 1537, Aquapendente, Aquilia Tuscia near Orvieto; died May
21, 1619, Padua.
Whonamedit? - The dictionary of medical eponyms
Amazon.com: dictionary of medical eponyms. Skip to main content. ... CRC World Dictionary of Plant
Names: Common Names, Scientific Names, Eponyms. Synonyms, and Etymology. by Umberto
Quattrocchi | Nov 22, 1999. Hardcover $342.34 $ 342. 34 $405.00 $ 405. 00. Get it as soon as Tue,
Mar 26.
Amazon.com: dictionary of medical eponyms
The dictionary of eponyms : names that became words. [Robert Hendrickson] Home. WorldCat
Home About WorldCat Help. Search. Search for Library Items Search for Lists Search for Contacts
Search for a Library. Create lists, bibliographies and reviews: or Search WorldCat. Find items in
libraries near you ...
The dictionary of eponyms : names that became words (Book ...
A word or name derived from a proper noun. The words atlas, bowdlerize, denim, and Turing
machine are eponyms. One whose name is or is thought to be the source of the name of
something: Alexander is of gardenia. [French éponyme, from Greek epōnumos, named after : , epi+ , name; see nō̆-men- in Indo-European roots .] American Heritage®...
Eponym - definition of eponym by The Free Dictionary
Eponyms. Jack Ketch is said to be the name of the notorious English hangman in the 17th century
who barbarously executed William Lord Russell, Duke of Monmouth, and other political offenders.
Another conjecture is that this name derived from “Richard Jaquette,” Lord of the Manor of Tyburn,
where executions were performed until 1783.
Eponyms - definition of Eponyms by The Free Dictionary
An eponym is a word derived from a person's name, but you have to do something pretty special
for your name to become a verb. To mesmerize is "to hypnotize," named for Franz Anton Mesmer, a
German physician of the late 1700s.
Famous Names That Inspired Common Words - dictionary.com
Morton S. Freeman. This dictionary features the entertaining histories behind hundreds of eponyms,
such as bowdlerize (from the censorious Thomas Bowdler), bikini from the atoll, and the Salisbury
steak, a dish of hamburger and brown gravy named after James H. Salisbury, an English physician
who promoted a diet of ground beef.
New Dictionary of Eponyms - Oxford Reference
Eponym definition, a person, real or imaginary, from whom something, as a tribe, nation, or place,
takes or is said to take its name: Brut, the supposed grandson of Aeneas, is the eponym of the
Britons. See more.
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Eponym | Definition of Eponym at Dictionary.com
Following the same format as Umberto Quattrocchi’s highly praised and well-used previous works,
The CRC World Dictionary of Palms: Common Names, Scientific Names, Eponyms, Synonyms, and
Etymology brings together the vast and scattered literature on palms and cycads to provide better
access to information on these economically important plants. Each genus and species has a
detailed morphological description and includes a list of synonyms and vernacular names in many
languages.
CRC World Dictionary of Palms: Common Names, Scientific ...
"eponym" in English. See all translations. eponym noun [ C ] uk /ˈep.ə.nɪm/ us /ˈep.ə.nɪm/ formal. ›
the name of an object or activity that is also the name of the person who first produced the object
or did the activity.
EPONYM | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
[ep′ənim] Etymology: Gk, epi, above, onyma, name. a name for a disease, organ, procedure, or
body function that is derived from the name of a person, usually a physician or scientist who first
identified the condition or devised the object bearing the name.
Eponym | definition of eponym by Medical dictionary
If the number of names included in two or more eponyms varies, the linked entry is the one which
includes the most individual surnames (e.g., Alpers–Huttenlocher syndrome is the linked entry for
the disease also known as Alpers disease or Alpers syndrome).
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